ECONOMICAL
UPGRADES

Stay competitive with an affordable bandwidth increase
You may not be able to afford an 870MHz
or 1GHz upgrade—but your system can still
compete with satellite dish, DSL and other
providers. Let CCI help you increase bandwidth
at a fraction of the cost of a complete overhaul.
Add just enough to increase revenue
CCI evaluates your system to find the best, most
economical way to create just enough bandwidth
for advanced services. We maximize use of your
existing taps, splitters, cable and even amplifier
housings. We build in only the bandwidth you
need for a digital tier and high-speed data,
helping you minimize construction and materials
costs while increasing revenue.
Streamline your project
with one-stop convenience
Simplify project management with CCI’s
start-to-finish solution: initial evaluation,
system design, material supply, construction
and activation.
Count on our experienced field and applications
engineers to:
		

Determine upgrade suitability with an initial
system survey

		

Evaluate all plant equipment
for compatibility

		
		

Select system equipment based
on compatibility, cost, performance 		
and ease of installation

		

Install and set up digital and CMTS 		
equipment in your headend

		

Avoid hassles with a complete solution
Rather than simply swapping modules, which can
lead to ongoing maintenance headaches, CCI
addresses your entire system.
		

Verify the full system design for proper
forward and return signal levels at the taps

		

Provide complete digital maps (AutoCAD,
Bentley, or GIS) that detail your plant

		
		
		

Include unique construction notes 		
to streamline the upgrade, and a BOM
detailing all equipment needed 		
to complete the project

		
		
		

Calculate end-of-line noise and distortion,
to get the most reach out of your amplifiers
while meeting minimum end-of-line 		
performance requirements

In short, you get the solution you need today,
with an eye toward what you’ll need tomorrow.
Make one call—to CCI
Join small cable systems all over the country
who’ve upgraded affordably and effectively
with CCI. Call to talk with us about your system:
855-337-9299.

Provide amplifier and hardware solutions
Sweep and certify your entire plant 		
to ensure a successful rollout

855-337-9299
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www.ccisystems.com

